MAY 2014
DIARY
MAY

JUNE

DATE
26
3
10
17
24
31
7
14
21
28

TIME

EVENT

26, 27,28 Field Trip to Vredendal
10h00
Open Day – Minerals, gems and jewellery to view, buy or chat about
14h00
Monthly Meeting: Robin Kutiniyu – stone carver
Sphere making course
Sphere making course
10h00
14h00

Open Day – Minerals, gems and jewellery to view, buy or chat about
Monthly Meeting: Fluorescing Minerals
The lapidary workshop can be opened anytime on request.

What’s inside this month?
 Committee Corner
 Events – past and to come
 My Collecting, My Collection
Rockey Ollewagen

 Members’ lapidary work and
SAGC competition results
 The Story of Copper

Robin the stone carver is coming to visit us

The Official Newsletter of the Cape Town Gem & Mineral Club

COMMITTEE CORNER
☺ April has been a quiet month for the club, because of the absence of our
Chairman, Vice-Chairman and Treasurer due to the Gemboree, a recce, and the
Vredendal field trip. With Winter approaching we hope to settle down and catch up
on chores and repairs, and get more club activities on the go again.

☺ WELCOME TO Josie Egan who has just joined us.
☺ The store of “My Collecting, My Collection” articles is running low, and this series of newsletter
articles may well end shortly. If you would still like to write an article for us, please do so as soon as
possible. We can edit the text and insert any photographs, or even copytype a handwritten article for
you – please let Jo know today if you may be sending in an article.
☺ WORKSHOP The workshop's first run of the year went well. All attending during last month
thoroughly enjoyed getting their hands dirty again. Remember that we are not restricted to Saturdays
- Sundays and week evenings are equally busy. Just send us an email to negotiate your preferred slot.
(rindadt@gmail.com and tracyhannath2@gmail.com)
☺ We would like to feature club members’ lapidary work or faceting in the newsletter. It doesn’t
matter whether you work at home or at the club. Please send a photo with a brief explanation to Jo
showing your cabochons, carving, or cut gems.
EXCO
“A club is its members, not its committee, which must be an aide to those members.”

EVENTS
TO COME – MONTHLY MEETING 10TH MAY. Robin Kitiniyu, the Zimbabwean sculptor who
carved the tigers we featured last year, is coming to the club to show us a presentation of his work,
and demonstrate his machine for making large spheres. Ink this date in your diary now.

TO COME – MONTHLY MEETING 8TH JUNE. The wonderful world of fluorescent minerals.
Duncan knows the scientific details for gemstones and Jo has quite an array of minerals that fluoresce
under long and short wave light. Between them a fun day is going to be created where members can
see for themselves what happens when UV light is shone on mineral specimens. An insignificant clear
piece of calcite can turn into an orange fire, and a white patch on a scruffy old blackish crystal can
suddenly glow a luminous green. However, not all calcites, and certainly not all minerals, fluoresce.
Further details will be given in the next newsletter.
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My Collecting
Rockey Ollewagen
My interest in crystals started about fifteen years ago. I was just a
regular IT guy, working in the corporate environment, not having any
idea what the crystal world was all about.
Then my wife, Paula, arrived home one day with a quartz crystal which
cost R70 at the time. I couldn’t believe that she was ‘wasting’ our
money on paying so much money for a rock. Little did I know what the
future held.
I supported Paula’s interest in crystals, and when she joined the Club, I
started attending the monthly open days at the club myself. I cannot
remember when the rock-bug really bit me, but it happened very
suddenly. I suspect it really started at the Vredendal mine after digging out my first crystals.
As Paula started giving crystal talks at our home in Table-View, people started asking her why she didn’t
sell any crystals from home. This sparked an idea that maybe we should buy R500 worth of polished
quartz, and sell them at these talks.The demand for our crystals grew steadily and then I started buying
crystals wherever I could and whenever the budget allowed me to.
My first major purchases really started when I met the late Donald Riekerts, who regularly came down
to Cape Town with a truck full of KMF minerals, and various other crystals and minerals from the
Northern Cape.
Many years later I worked in the Middle-East for two years (Kuwait). Interest in crystals and minerals
there was almost non-existent. Nevertheless, I managed to buy some nice Afghanistan rubies on matrix,
various tourmalines, a batch of big polished lapis-lazuli’s, a big faceted smoky-quartz, and a massive
piece of turquoise. These now reside in my private collection.
A trip to New-Zealand also proved to be quite interesting. We attended a crystalshow in Greymouth, South-Island where we saw this huge 1,5 m ruby-zoisite on
the left and also went to the Rotorua geothermal spa, where an abundance of
sulphur crystals could be found.
The sulphur crystals (right) are actually from Saudi
Arabia, but were donated to a museum in NewZealand.
After returning to South Africa from Kuwait, we rejoined the club, expanded our crystal collection and
also opened up crystal shops in Bellville and
Stellenbosch. Logistically, this was a bit difficult to
manage while still having a normal nine to five dayjob, so now with all our crystals back at home in
Blouberg, we might have more time for doing fieldtrips again.
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Some other special items in my collection are two huge JanCoetzee crystals.
With the 85 cm one on the left and the 78 cm one on the right, they collectively weigh over 150 kg (cat’s
weight excluded).
We now mainly focus on purchasing wholesale quantities of top Madagascan crystals and rocks, and
supplying them to other traders, crystal shops, and to the public. But like any rock-hound, if a good
crystal or crystal collection comes my way, I will always find it difficult not to give it a second thought.

Rockey Ollewagen
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Internet Article of the Month
The Story of Copper
From a publication of the Amazing Gem and Mineral Museum, South Texas, 25 Feb 2014

Copper is an amazing metal that is malleable, meaning it can be easily worked into shapes and forms.
For this reason it was highly prized by ancient civilizations for tools and jewelry. Additionally, copper is
an essential vitamin that our bodies need to stay healthy. It is used to make coins such as the US penny,
and for pipes used in everything from household plumbing to scientific instruments. In our Story of
Copper display we are proud to showcase native copper from the Keweenaw Peninsula of the US State
of Michigan.
At left you see two large copper nuggets known as "float" copper,
also called "drift" copper by some organizations. These each weigh
approximately 17 pounds (7,71 kilos) of pure copper that was
pushed into the Michigan area by ancient glaciers. Along with these
large float nuggets you can also see native copper nuggets and
formations, along with copper balls.

When copper is eroded by water it "hydrates" and forms some
amazing gems and minerals that are based on copper but contain
other elements such as carbon and water, and forms a mineral
classified as a "carbonate". A beautiful example is the large copper
and malachite formation in the image at left from our display case.
Coming from the Michigan deposits, this demonstrates the contact
point where the copper is turning into malachite. Also in this
showcase are specimens of botryoidal malachite, meaning rounded
nodule shaped formations which is how malachite forms, and often looks when first found.

As the copper is hydrated further with carbon, the malachite can
transform into azurite, as seen in the Amazing Museum display at
left. Here you see a large piece of blue azurite with some of the
piece still being the green malachite. Also in the showcase is an
amazing specimen from Mexico where the azurite has formed as
ball-shaped nodules on the green malachite surface.
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If the copper hydrates with a lot of silicon being present, the gemstone chrysocolla
can form, as seen at left. Known as a "silicate," chrysocolla will offer a beautiful
blue colour that can often be confused with its sister gemstone, turquoise, which
is also formed by the erosion of copper.
When copper hydrates where there is an abundance of aluminum and phosphorus
the result will be a copper phosphate, better known to us as turquoise. Turquoise
can be found in many places in the world with the most famous coming from Iran,
Egypt, Arizona and Nevada in the US, the United Kingdom and many others. Below is a collection from
the Amazing Gem and Mineral Museum display "Turquoise of the World" containing specimens from
many places, the rarest donated by Alan Hodgkinson of the Scottish Gemmological Association.

One of the most amazing specimens you will see in the Amazing Gem
and Mineral Museum is one of the world's most rare
gemstones....transparent turquoise, as seen in the upper left hand
corner of the image above. While small in size, transparent turquoise
crystals have only been found in one place in the history of the earth:
Virginia in the US in 1912. This small cavity lined with drusy crystals of
transparent turquoise continues to be the only location where this
formation of turquoise has ever been found. The sister stone to their
transparent turquoise is located in the British Museum of Natural
History.
And, of course, the story of copper and gemstones could never be
complete without talking about the amazing Plush Oregon Sunstone,
and the collection of Oregon Sunstone at the Amazing Museum is one
of the most complete in the world. The feldspar crystals formed deep
inside the earth in a magma chamber that had a concentration of
copper in the molten rock. The copper was naturally diffused into the
feldspar crystals which were brought to the surface of the Oregon
High Desert by lava flows over 11 million years ago. Today the Oregon
High Desert around the Rabbit Basin of Eastern Oregon produces the
world's only scientifically verified deposits of copper-bearing feldspar
gemstones.
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As part of their new addition to their Oregon
Sunstone exhibit, the museum has set up a display
to demonstrate just how rare it is to find the red
colours of copper-bearing feldspars.
At left is a comparison of champagne Oregon
Sunstone shown by the cups around the centre
display, the Light Pink shown second from front, the
Medium Red with Schiller shown in the cup at front,
and the Dark Red Oregon Sunstone in the centre.
Naturally occurring copper-bearing feldspar in the
scientifically proven mines of Oregon produce
colours
in
these
ranges
and
percentages...demonstrating how rare the dark red
colours are of this already rare and amazing
gemstone. To date, no other location in the world
has been found to offer naturally occurring, copper-bearing feldspar crystals.
©2014 Amazing Gem and Mineral Museum LLC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. We encourage sharing and caring as long as all
copyrights are left intact. This was reproduced with the permission of Robert James, President of the international School
of Gemology.
Many thanks to Martine for referring this article to us.

Here are the photos of the winning entries of the SA Gem
Cutting Challenge that we received from Fay Pierides: Kevin
Hean from the Wits Mineral and Gem Club and Roy Brain from the
Natal Gem and Mineral Club were the SAGCC Judges. Kevin Hean
supplied the photographs below.
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Members’ Lapidary Work
This is a 60 carat aquamarine crystal faceted by Duncan Miller.
It shows helical growth patterns along the length.

CONTACTS
TRADERS: Contact Marion on 084 6060 233 or mcoleman05@gmail.com
LIBRARY: Available on Open and Meeting days. Ask Carol or Duncan to unlock for you.
WORKSHOP: rindadt@gmail.com and tracyhannath2@gmail.com

YOUR NEW 2014 COMMITTEE
Chairman
Vice Chairman
Treasurer
Workshop liaison
Secretary/Newsletter Editor

Malcolm Jackson
Ken Coleman
Carol Coleman
Tracy Hannath
Jo Wicht

021 551 8009
021 558 6308
021 558 6308
021 559 2564
021 976 3808

jacksonhome@telkomsa.net
kcoleman@telkomsa.net
kcoleman@telkomsa.net
tracyhannath2@gmail.com
joanna.wicht@kingsley.co.za

ADVERTISEMENTS
MINERAL MARKET (Trading as African Art & Gemstones). Established more than 25 years ago. We have an extensive range of African and
global mineral specimens and products. We also stock an excellent range of African Art/curios. Phone Maria or Rolf (geologist) on
0824582432 for personal service or visit our shop in Simon's Town, 126B St George's Street. www.mineralmarket.co.za
Duncan Miller is the official southern African regional representative for ULTRA TEC FACETING MACHINES (www.ultratecfacet.com) and agent for GEARLOOSE LAPIDARY PRODUCTS (www.battlap.com). So if you are considering buying an Ultra Tec
or Gearloose’s innovative polishing materials, contact Duncan for a quote including shipping, tax, clearance fees, etc. 084 757
You can read the latest Ultra Tec newsletter at http://www.ultratec9830 or info@xenolithos.com
facet.com/Sometimes/somenew.htm
MAGIC MINERALS in Philadelphia. Here you will find rocks, crystals, minerals, gemstones, jewellery, décor, gifts and collectables. Open:
Tuesday to Sunday, 9h00 - 17h00. Phone: Shop: 021 972 1139, Maurice: 082 6966 161, Aletta: 072 2437 496. magicminerals@telkomsa.net
AFRICAN GEMS AND MINERALS. Fine Mineral Specimens. Facet rough, Gemstones, Stunning Crystals. Fossils.
Jewellery. Antiques. Lapidary equipment. We have it all!! In Cape Town you can find us at Shop 2, Protea
Assurance Building on GREENMARKET SQUARE (next to the Standard Bank) Cape Town CBD and Unit 8
Prosperity Park c/r Computer and Omuramba roads in Montague Gardens - only 3km from the MinSoc
Clubhouse! We have been around for 35 years. Stores in Germiston, Johannesburg, 2 in Cape Town, and
Auckland, New Zealand. Call our CPT branch manager on 073 531 2667 or 078 888 0416 for expert
advice. www.africangems.com
For vast range of semi-precious beads and cut stones at excellent prices contact Vadim Petzer of the 101 Jewellery Emporium at 082
7714954.

Advertising is free to members. Contact Jo to place an ad.
2014 MEMBERSHIP FEES
TOWN MEMBERS:

Single: R300 e mail ( R35 extra if newsletter is posted because you do not have e mail)

Family: (Principal/partner/with dependent children under 21) R390 e mail (R35 extra if newsletter is posted)
COUNTRY MEMBERS: (Living more than 50km as the crow flies from central Cape Town) Single: R225 e mail (R35 extra if newsletter is posted
because you don’t have e mail)
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Family: (Principal/partner/with dependent children under 21) R275 e mail ( R35 extra if newsletter is posted)
STUDENT/AFFILIATE: (Age under 25, registered full-time at bona fide college or university, or dependent child of existing member)
mail only

R150 e

ONCE OFF JOINING FEE FOR NEW MEMBERS: (R20 per application, single or family)
If you ask for the newsletter to be posted and you do have e-mail you must please pay an additional R75.
Club bank a/c for payments is ABSA - Table View - account no. 40-5975-5822 Payments must be made to THE MINERALOGICAL SOCIETY OF
SOUTHERN AFRICA not CT Gem & Min. Please make a direct payment where possible, and identify your transaction with your name as the
beneficiary reference.

LINKED SOCIETIES
We exchange newsletters with the following societies. Should you be interested in reading any of them please contact Jo who will e-mail
them onto you. If you wish to join any of the clubs, or attend their lectures and outings, please contact the person listed below:

WE ALSO RECEIVE EMAIL COPIES OF NEWSLETTERS FROM THE OTHER FOSAGAMS CLUBS. SHOULD YOU WISH TO
HAVE THEM FORWARDED TO YOU, ASK JO TO PUT YOUR NAME ON HER SPECIAL MAILING LIST.
USA and UK FACETING GUILDS – Contact Duncan (embo@telkomsa.net) to join the faceting group if you want to receive these newsletters.
This is open to Cape Town Gem & Mineral Club members only.
THE CAPE NATURAL HISTORY CLUB - Visit www.capenaturalhistoryclub.co.za Contact Sheila 021 782 1620
ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY - Contact Lia at xtrahand@iafrica.com
FRIENDS OF SA MUSEUM - Contact Maxine Davies 021 481 3913 (Wednesdays & Fridays only) samfriends@iziko.org.za
W.CAPE BRANCH OF THE GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF SA - website: https://sites.google.com/site/gssawcb/

The opinions expressed in the articles above do not necessarily reflect those of the Executive Committee. We welcome all
contributions related to our hobby and everyone is welcome to send articles for inclusion in the Mineral Chatter.
This newsletter is the property of the Cape Town Gem & Mineral Club and no articles may be reproduced
without the permission of the Editor.

Chairman: Malcolm Jackson (e-mail: jacksonhome@telkomsa.net)

Secretary: Jo Wicht (e-mail: joanna.wicht@kingsley.co.za)

The Mineralogical Society of Southern Africa, PO Box 28079, Goede Hoop Street, Bothasig, Cape Town, 7406, registered Non-Profit Organisation
No. 61-850, trading as The Cape Town Gem & Mineral Club. Affiliated to the Federation of South African Gem & Mineral Societies.
www.ctminsoc.org.za

YOU CAN NOW FIND US ON FACEBOOK

Cape Town Gem & Mineral Club
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